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Figure 1: Given an image collection, our system extracts patterns of discriminative mid level features and uses the connection
between them to enable structure specific browsing.

Abstract

to make decisions after it has been processed. It is hard to
understand data in bulk. Thus, it’s best if data gets summarized. In recent years, the amount of visual data has
increased tremendously and computer vision is one of the
research fields that benefited from this. Datasets used for
object recognition, detection etc. have increased not only
in size (e.g. Pascal VOC[6], ImageNet[3], COCO[15]) but
also in the extend of the visual world that they capture. As
the amount of visual data increases, there is an increased
demand to summarize visual archives, so that stakeholders
can be guided to interesting aspects of the data quickly. A
nice example is The New York Times fashion week browser,
which it shows highlights of the event through thumbnails
reminiscent of slit-scans [23]. These so called fingerprints
are the zoomed out view of pixels and most dominant colors
of each piece and designer. It gives a quick sense of what
each designer showed off this year. More recently, another
data summarization called ”Flickr Clock” has been introduced. It arranges videos as slices of time. These examples
require manual effort or semi-automated processes to summarize visual archives.
The benefit of summarization is that it not only reduces
the amount of data that needs to be digested, but it also
increases the ability to interpret the data. If there is a
small amount of data, this can be done by hand or one can

As the amount of visual data increases, so does the need
for summarization tools that can be used to explore large
image collections and to quickly get familiar with their
content. In this paper, we propose dataset fingerprints, a
new and powerful method based on data mining that extracts meaningful patterns from a set of images. The discovered patterns are compositions of discriminative midlevel features that co-occur in several images. Compared
to earlier work, ours stands out because i) it’s fully unsupervised, ii) discovered patterns cover large parts of the
images,often corresponding to full objects or meaningful
parts thereof, and iii) different patterns are connected based
on co-occurrence, allowing a user to “browse” the images
from one pattern to the next and to group patterns in a semantically meaningful manner.

1. Introduction
Information is the result of data processing. Said another way, data only becomes information that you can use
Project: http://homes.esat.kuleuven.be/˜krematas/
DatasetFingerprints/
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take averages[27]. Otherwise, we need algorithms to summarize and analyze the visual data. The traditional way
of browsing such image datasets is based on manual labels that annotators used (e.g. the “explore” button on the
COCO web-page [15] and the “example images” in Pascal
VOC [6]) or by finding correspondences between pairs of
images [12, 14, 20].
In this paper we propose a novel way of summarizing
and browsing an image collection, based on data mining.
We use data mining to chart visual data in a way that is
meaningful. It is often helpful to use tables or bar charts to
summarize numerical data in order to get a clear overview.
Similarly, to obtain the big picture of visual data we can rely
on summarization and traversal strategies such as connected
graphs, trees, Hasse diagrams, bipartite graphs or doubly
connected lists. Data mining and pattern mining provide a
natural way to summarize and traverse data. Our intuition
is that there are sets of images that see the same underlying
structures, visual patterns and constellations. These structures can be anything from a set of small patches to large
structured regions that occur in several images with certain
degree of spatial consistency.
We express the problem of finding these structures as an
unsupervised data mining problem: our image collection
is the database, the images are the transactions and midlevel features are the items. We then look for patterns, i.e.
combinations of mid-level features that appear in several
images. Based on these we construct various visualizations
that allow to explore these collections in various ways.

Hariharan et al. [11] growing the predicted region. In [17]
a geometric latent Dirichlet allocation model is presented,
for unsupervised discovery of particular objects in image
collections. In contrast, we rely on data mining to discover
visual composites and the relationships between them.
Our method is also somewhat related to recent weakly
supervised methods such as [21, 22]. Both these and our
approach are motivated by the idea that clusters of exemplars are good at encoding some shared visual aspect that
one may be interested in. However, Song et al. [21, 22]
pose this as a sub-modular cover problem and use a greedy
algorithm to solve it.
Data mining has also been applied to discover midlevel patterns for image classification [9, 26, 18], image
retrieval [10] and bundle adjustment [2]. None of these
methods use data mining to do visual data summarization
or exploration. Interactive data explorations using pattern
mining methods have also been studied recently in the data
mining literature [25], albeit for non-visual data exploration
only.
An interactive method that allows a user to explore and
visualize a large image collection using simple average images is presented in [27]. They discover the modes of a
dataset by interactive explorations. In visual data exploration, the dynamic arrangement of results was also studied
in [16]. These methods can benefit from our method to improve the image exploration and summarization capability.

2. Related work

In this section we introduce the data mining terminology and notations. In our framework, each image is described by a set of mid-level clusters [19]. In data mining
terms, each image becomes a transaction denoted by t and
each mid-level cluster becomes an item denoted by i. The
set of all transactions (i.e. all images) is denoted by T and
t ∈ T . The set of all mid-level clusters, also known as set
of items, is denoted by I, i.e. i ∈ I. We train n clusters
resulting in n items, i.e. I = {i1 , i2 , · · · in }. In our image
database we have m images resulting in m transactions, i.e.
T = {t1 , t2 , · · · tm }. Each transaction is a subset of items
I, i.e. t ⊆ I. For example, if there are five mid-level clusters activated in an image, this results in a transaction t of
five items, i.e. t = {ia , ib , ic , id , ie }. A pattern p is a combination of items that appears in large number of transactions.
A pattern is also a subset of items, i.e. p ⊆ I. The length of
the pattern is the cardinality of p. The support of a pattern p
indicates in how many transactions that pattern appears, i.e.
|{t|p ⊆ t; t ∈ T }|. As a pattern is a set of items, it is also
known as an itemset.
For example, let us say three mid-level clusters a, b, c
appear together in 10 images. As a result items ia , ib and
ic would appear in 10 transactions. This would result in
a pattern p = {ia , ib , ic }. In pattern mining terminology

Snavely et al. [20] presented a system for browsing large
photo collections of popular sites which exploits the common 3D geometry of the underlying scene. Their focus is
on the 3D reconstruction, not on discovering mid and/or
high level visual structures. Given a large repository of geotagged imagery, Doersch et al. [5] seek to automatically find
visual patches of windows, balconies, and street signs, that
are most distinctive for a certain geo-spatial area. A graph
based location recognition method is presented in [1] where
nodes correspond to images. Each edge represents the level
of overlap, i.e., the geometric consistency between image
pairs. These methods are good at recognizing distinctive
visual elements in a specific location. They are not necessarily useful for summarizing or exploring a large dataset
consisting of semantically different visual entities. Other
graph building approaches are [13, 12]. They are based on
image-to-image affine feature matching.
Our method is also related to unsupervised object discovery methods. A method that uses image affinity based on
“similarity by composition” to discover object categories is
presented in [8]. Recently, Doersch et al. [4] use context as
a supervisory signal to rectify the Exemplar LDA patches of

3. Background

Figure 2: Left: set of Exemplar LDA clusters. Right: Example tiles, with size of bubble representing the area of the tile.
we say the support of pattern p = {ia , ib , ic } is 10 and the
length of the pattern p is three as there are three items in it.
The objective of frequent itemset mining is to discover
all itemsets (patterns) having a support greater than some
threshold S known as the minimum support. An itemset
Iclosed ⊂ I is called a closed itemset, if there exists no
super-set that has the same support count as this original
itemset Iclosed . Closed itemsets or closed patterns allow
to describe the transactions in a compact manner. There
are efficient algorithms such as LCM [24] to mine closed
itemsets in linear time. Then the set of patterns or itemsets
discovered by the LCM algorithm is denoted by P , where
P = {p1 , · · · pl }.
Transaction item matrix (M): One way to visualize
items and transactions is by using a binary matrix M,
where rows represent the transactions and columns represents the items. If transaction tr has the item ic , then we set
M (r, c) = 1, otherwise M (r, c) = 0. An example of this
binary matrix representing transactions is shown in Figure 3
right hand-side.

4. Mining in the Dataset
Our image dataset summarization consists of three steps.
First, we mine patterns using data mining techniques. Then
we perform pattern selection to find the most interesting set
of patterns that allows to summarize the data. In the final
step we connect the selected patterns to find paths across
the dataset. Next, we explain each of these steps in detail.

4.1. Pattern set mining
We start our dataset summarization by extracting a large
set of random patches similar to [4, 19]. In this set, there
are patches that cover representative parts in the images, but
there are also background patches. Every random patch is
used as a seed to establish a cluster of mid-level patches.
However, the collective set of mid-level clusters offers a
quite fragmented view on the image collection. Therefore,

we use the exemplar LDA framework [11] to select a reduced set of n mid-level clusters.
When a initial seed patch (its exemplar LDA) fires on an
image, we call it an activation. Activations are ranked based
on the score of the exemplar LDA and we keep only the
top k activations per patch as elements of the corresponding mid-level cluster. Then we proceed to the generation of
transactions from images.
If a mid-level cluster (i.e. item say i) is activated for a
given image (among the top k), then we add that item i to the
transaction t of that image. We repeat this procedure over
all images to create the set of transactions T . Afterwards,
we use LCM closed itemset mining algorithm to find an initial set of closed patterns denoted by P = {pi |pi ⊆ I}. We
remind the reader that each pattern pi covers some images
(transactions) of the archive (at least S). At the same time,
a pattern is a collection of mid-level cluster activations that
is observed in these images. These discriminative patterns
allow to better capture regularity of visual content than the
original mid-level patches. Some of this initial set of patterns are shown in Figure 2.

4.2. Tiling
The patterns we obtain by applying the LCM data mining algorithm correspond to co-occurring mid-level patches.
However, the number of the discovered patterns can be
enormous. Some of these pattern sets are highly correlated, quite often they represent very similar visual patterns with only slight variations between them. This phenomenon is known as pattern explosion in the data mining
literature. Pattern explosion happens mostly because we use
frequency as the criterion to discover patterns. Even though
all these patterns resemble some meaningful visual aspect,
since there are many of them, we need a pattern selection
method. In other words, we need a criterion that allows us
to quantify the interestingness of a pattern beyond the frequency. Then we can use this interestingness criterion to
select a subset of meaningful patterns that allows to explain
the entire database of images.

V (p) = length(p) × support(p).

(1)

In-fact the interestingness criterion denoted by V (p) resembles a region in the binary transaction-item matrix. For
example, in Figure 3, the red pattern (tile C) consists of
items D, E and covers three images so it’s support is three.
This results in a rectangular region denoted by red having
area of 2 × 3 which is equivalent to the interestingness of
that pattern. Such a region is also known as a tile. A tile is
characterized by a set of transactions t, and a set of items p
where p is the pattern that generated the tile. We denote a
tile by X = {t, p}1 .
Then our objective is to find the set of tiles that together
cover the entire dataset with minimum redundancy. Ideally,
we would like to cover the entire dataset with a few nonoverlapping tiles. To do this we need to make sure that any
of two tiles that are selected should not have common transactions or they should not have common items. We emphasize that if two tiles have common items but no common
transaction, it is still a valid set of tiles.
Formally we seek a set of non-overlapping tiles Ω that
maximize the tiling area. Given any two tiles Xi , Xj ∈ Ω
generated from two patterns pi and pj that cover two sets
of transactions ti , tj ⊆ T , they should satisfy the Boolean
constraint
¬((pi ∩ pj 6= ∅) ∧ (ti ∩ tj 6= ∅)).

(2)

We then have to select the set of tiles (patterns) that maximizes the covered area of the binary transaction item matrix M while satisfying the constraint in equation 2. Then
our objective becomes finding the set of tiles that maximizes
the following:
Ω∗ = argmaxΩ

X

V (pi ).

(3)

Xi{pi ,ti } ∈Ω

Finding the optimal set of tiles, s.t. ∀Xi , Xj ∈ Ω that
maximizes the above constrained objective function is NP
1 When t is used without a subscript, it corresponds to a set of transactions.
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images. Usually, smaller patterns (i.e. patterns with smaller
number of items) appear in a large number of images. But
these smaller patterns do not bring much additional information in comparison to the original mid-level patches. At
the same time larger patterns appear in relatively small number of transactions (images), but they are informative and
usually very specific. Ideally, we would like to have patterns that are large enough and appear in as many images as
possible. Therefore, we define the following pattern interestingness criterion denoted by V (p) considering the length
and the support of the pattern.
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Figure 3: Overview of the tiling procedure: starting from a
set of images we extract mid-level clusters and we generate
the item-transaction matrix. Our algorithm searches for the
set of tiles that together cover the matrix and do not overlap
with each other.
hard. As a result we use the following greedy algorithm(1)
to find a good set of tiles. First, we sort all patterns according to the interestingness of the pattern. Then we add the
most interesting pattern to the solution Ω. Then we go to
the next most interesting candidate tile generated from the
next most interesting pattern pi . If the constraint in equation 2 is satisfied for all patterns in Ω ∪ {Xi } (i.e. the new
candidate Xi can overlap in transactions or items, but not
in both), then we add Xi to Ω. We continue until we have
processed all patterns.
Data: transaction item matrix M ; set of LCM patterns
P
Result: set of tiles Ω
Ω = ∅;
P ← sort patterns P in decreasing order according to
interestingness score of equation 1.;
Add the most interesting pattern p∗ ∈ P to Ω ;
Remove p∗ from P ;
for pi ∈ P do
Generate candidate tile from pi i.e. Xi = {pi , ti } ;
if Eq. 2 is satisfied for Xi and ∀Xj ∈ Ω then
Add Xi to Ω ;
end
end
Algorithm 1: Greedy tile mining process
This algorithm allows us to discover a set of maximally
interesting patterns with minimum redundancy. Given two
patterns (tiles) in the set Ω, there can be overlap only in
transactions (images) or items (mid-level clusters), but not
both at the same time. This allows to reduce the number of
patterns without too much affecting the overall coverage of
the dataset. In our experiments the initial set of 32,000 patterns covers 98% of the images while after pattern selection
using tile mining we manage to cover 95% of the images

• Each node shows the set of items (mid-level clusters)
of the tile
• Each node is linked to other tiles via the shared transactions (images).
Figure 4 shows a part of the graph (not all links are shown
for visibility) and how the links are created.
To discover the common transactions of the dataset, we
go through each image of the archive and find which images
are covered by two or more tiles. Arguably, those images
that have large number of tiles are more representative and
perhaps more interesting.

5. Results

Figure 4: Top: part of the tile graph. Bottom: How two
tiles (nodes) are connected based on co-occurrences in some
images common to both.

with only 2,800 patterns (tiles).

4.3. Building links between tiles to discover paths
and to navigate the archive
Now that we have summarized the image archive with a
reduced number of patterns or tiles, we would like to find
links between related tiles. Each tile can be seen as a specific view of a collection of transactions or images. If a set
of images is covered by several tiles, this implies that those
tiles are non-overlapping in the items (so no common midlevel clusters). This means that those tiles explain or see
different aspects of the set of images. We use such sets of
images shared by several tiles in order to connect the tiles
and generate the tile graph. Then our objective is to navigate the dataset via this graph.
Here the generation of links between the tiles is explained. Firstly, we construct an affinity matrix A using
the Jaccard-Similarity. Given two tiles Xi , Xj ∈ Ω, the
strength of the link is given by following Jaccard-Similarity
defined over the overlap between the sets of transactions
covered by Xi {ti , pi } and Xj {tj , pj } given by equation 4.
A(Xi , Xj ) =

ti ∩ tj
ti ∪ tj

(4)

In other words, two tiles (patterns) have high affinity if they
often co-occur in the same images.
Afterwards we construct a fully-connected graph where
nodes represent the tiles and links are weighted based on the
affinity matrix A. We visualize this graph as follows:

Implementation Details In this section we present an
analysis of different aspects of our system and some implementation details. We start by randomly sampling 10.000
patches similar to [4, 5, 19] and we train Exemplar LDA
detectors for each patch. Every exemplar is applied to the
dataset and its maximum response from every image is collected (max pooling). Next, the responses are sorted and
for each exemplar detection only the top k scored patches
are kept. This results in a sparse activation vector for every
exemplar, indicating in which images it is activated. A low
k value can result in an activation vector that contains more
”pure” patches. However, this strategy may discard correct
patches that have lower LDA score. From all the activation
vectors we construct the transaction-item matrix M, with
each transaction being the set of discriminative patches that
are activated (i.e. belong to the top k) in an image.
We use the matrix M to generate closed patterns using
LCM [24]. In order to keep the number of patterns manageable and without losing any important information we
set the minimum number of items (the cardinality of the
pattern) to 2 and the minimum support to s. This means
that we want patterns with at least 2 exemplars, activated in
at least s images. By increasing the minimum support, we
impose the patterns to appear in more images, thus reducing
the number of patterns found, resulting in a decrease in coverage. As mentioned before, the number of closed patterns
can be too large to work with. In our work, therefore, we
use the greedy tiling procedure described in Section 4 for
generating a pattern set that is compact and describes the
data well. In this step, we let the algorithm find the number
of patterns. Note that, in contrast to [5, 19], we have not
performed any type of spatial de-duplication step based on
overlap or any other criterion.
Analysis Framework The free parameters of our system
are the number k of the top activations and the minimum
support s. We use the same subset of Pascal VOC 2007 as
in [4, 19], which contains ≈ 1500 images from the classes

VOC 2011
COCO
Figure 5: Example tiles together with their support for Pascal VOC 2011 and COCO. The support images are highlighted at
the locations that the tile items are activated.

k
20
20
20
20
25
25
25
25
30
30
30
30

s
5
6
7
8
5
6
7
8
5
6
7
8

Closed Patterns
Total number Coverage
33204
98.2
13783
94.2
6652
88
3531
79.5
116947
99.6
46840
98.7
22402
96
11903
92.9
346914
99.9
134295
99.6
62531
98.5
33059
97.4

Tiles
Total number
2874
1201
650
398
5801
2656
1345
849
8762
4959
2573
1460

Coverage
95.45
87.78
79.4
71.59
98.72
96.45
91.55
86.79
99.29
98.58
96.73
94.11

AUC
0.84
0.75
0.67
0.6
0.88
0.83
0.76
0.71
0.89
0.86
0.81
0.77

Table 1: Some quantitative statistics of our method.
horse, dining table, bus, train, sofa and motorbike. In Table 1 we show how the system behaves under different k and
s values in terms of number of patterns, pattern set coverage and area under the curve (AUC). The AUC was defined
over the purity-coverage plots (similar to [4]) that were calculated in the following way: we order the patterns in terms
of class purity (looking at the majority Pascal VOC label in
the pattern’s support) and the i’th point is the average purity
from 1 till i’th pattern against the number of images that
patterns 1 to i cover.
From this analysis we can see that our framework is
able to reduce considerably the number of patterns while
maintaining high coverage. The more patterns we have the
higher the purity we obtain. This is an expected behavior since we are able to include more patterns with classspecific nature. For example, a pattern that captures the upper body of a human is considered a ”good” pattern, even
if it fires in humans+horses and humans+motorbikes. For
completeness, [4, 19] have 0.83 AUC score using 1000 discriminative elements, while our method achieves 0.74 AUC
by forcing the tiles to be 1000. However, it should be noted
that we in fact optimize a different criterion (eq. 3), since
our approach is not class specific, like the object vs stuff [4]
or vs natural world[19]. By allowing patterns that overlap in
images we ensure that a large part of the objects in the images are covered (see for a comparison Figure 5 and 2). For
instance (Figure 5) mid-level clusters find relatively smaller
parts of televisions in VOC2011 dataset. On the other hand,
in the right hand side of Figure 5, we show larger patterns
discovered on televisions. In COCO dataset, while midlevel clusters find parts of zebras, our method discovers
larger pattern combining several zebra patches. Therefore,
our method allows to discover larger semantically meaningful regions of the images and link them with other images as
shown in Figure 4. This is useful to browse image datasets

in a meaningful manner.
Qualitative Evaluation Due to the difficulty of having a
metric that shows how good our framework is, we present
a qualitative evaluation of our system. In more detail, we
apply our method in two large and realistic datasets, Pascal VOC 2011 [7] and Microsoft COCO [15]. Pascal VOC
2011 consists of 11000 images (training and validation set)
from 20 different classes, while COCO is about 40000 images (validation set) with more than 70 classes. In both
cases, we used 10000 exemplars, but k was set higher, since
now there are more possible matches (to 80 and 100 for
VOC and COCO respectively).
Figure 5 shows examples of our discovered tiles. All
the examples presented in this paper come from the top 400
tiles w.r.t. to their area. For a more complete view of the
discovered tiles, we refer the reader to our website. As
mentioned before, our method is able to find constellations
of patches and cover larger area of the discovered entity.
Moreover, an interesting observation is about the semantically unrelated images that belong to the support of a tile.
For example, the sign that is confused with playing tennis
(first COCO row), or the bokeh effect in the oranges cluster (4th COCO row) have consistent configuration as the
other images of the support. On the other hand, as shown
in Figure 6, there are specific structures with high tile area
that correspond to background regions (similar observations
were made in [4]). These highly textured regions appear
very often in the natural images and their structure is interpreted as patterns.
Browsing the dataset Once we establish connections between the tiles as is described in section 4, we are able to
navigate and browse the image collection based on midlevel structures. To start the ”tour”, the system shows a set

Figure 6: Background tiles in VOC and COCO. These tiles
appear in background regions consistently.

System

6. Conclusion

Initial
screen
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User

output can be directly used for the construction of the itemtransaction matrix. In addition, using the randomly initialized set of patches without preprocessing, emphasizes more
the effectiveness of the method.
The use of exemplar LDA is very effective for matching
the exemplar’s structure in different images, but its performance depends on the k parameter, namely the number of
activations for the particular exemplar in all images. Setting k too low results in coherent clusters, but in several
cases, depending on the data, leads to fragmentation of the
true cluster. Setting k too high can result in low purity as
random patches may be assigned to a cluster. The solution
to this issue would be an adaptive threshold for setting this
parameter, based on intra-cluster similarity. This is left as
future work.

Tile Support

Activated Tiles
Image
selection

Tile
selection

Image
selection
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Figure 7: Visualization of the browsing process: a) the user
selects one image from the initial set, b) the system shows
the patterns that appear in that image, c) the user selects one
pattern and d) the user can select the next image.

of images that are covered by many tiles and the user starts
browsing by clicking one of the images. The set of tiles that
contain this image in their support is shown. When the user
selects a tile, its support is shown together with its activation in the images and the user can continue browsing in the
same way. Figure 7 illustrates the browsing process.
This way of browsing allows the users to navigate in a semantic way.
The discovered tiles of
mid-level representations generate meaningful correspondences between images.
Additionally, our navigation mechanism recommends multiple paths to continue. This enables efficient data traversal, increasing
the ability to explore more visual aspects. We provide
both a visual summary and a navigation demo in our
project website http://homes.esat.kuleuven.
be/˜krematas/DatasetFingerprints/.
Discussion In all of our experiments, the input of our system is a set of randomly sampled patches without removing
highly overlapping patches or the other duplicate-removal
heuristics that are applied in [4, 19]. This can result in repetitive structures, such as multiple patches for covering the
head. However, note that our approach is complementary
to any other discriminative patches based approach, as their

In this work, we have proposed dataset fingerprints, a
new way of exploring image collections, based on interesting patterns discovered therein. We start from discriminative patches, which already do a good job focusing the attention on representative parts in the images. However, the
collective set of discriminative patches offers a quite fragmented view on the image collection. Therefore, we propose to look at combinations of discriminative patches that
often co-occur in the same images. These can be found efficiently using pattern mining techniques. We propose to
select a set of patterns that together explain the representative parts of the images with as little redundancy as possible.
While it is difficult to quantitatively evaluate unsupervised
/ subjective tools like these, from visual inspection we conclude that the discovered patterns make sense and indeed
allow a user to quickly get familiar with the most important
objects in a photo collection. Representative images link
multiple patterns together in a graph-structure, allowing a
user to browse the images and gradually explore the archive.
We encourage the reader to visit our project website, where
there are the summarization graphs for the Pascal VOC and
COCO datasets as well an interactive browsing tool.
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